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Thirty-one heavenly illustrations offer colorists hours of creative relaxation. This treasury of calming

and meditative mandala designs features beautifully detailed sun, moon, and star patterns that can

be colored in a variety of ways. Illustrations are printed on perforated pages for easy removal and

display. Specially designed for experienced colorists,Â Celestial Mandalas and other Creative

HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each

title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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I really enjoy Marty Noble's coloring books and own a number of them. This coloring book includes

31 designs featuring suns and moons. Some of the designs are simply one or the other or even

both. Other designs incorporate various figures for a larger variety of coloring choices.I generally

color mandalas that are patterns rather than recognizable subjects, so this book was a great

addition of something new to my coloring choices. I chose a design featuring the sun as my first

project. I colored my design with a variety of alcohol and water based markers. I'll include a photo of

it as well as the two colored samples from the book. As I finish more projects, I'll update my photos

to show more of them.This is what I found in going through this coloring book:31 Mandalas featuring



Celestial Designs by Marty NoblePrinted on one side of white pagePage is white, slightly rough, and

perforatedGlue BoundDesigns stop before the perforationAlcohol and water based markers bleed

through to some degreeGel pens and India ink pens leave shadows of color on the back of the

pageColoring pencils work well with this standard Creative Haven paper. Soft lead lays down good

color, layers and blends well. Hard lead pencils leave dents on the back of the page.I either remove

my pages from the book or use a blotter page under my working page. I do this to keep seeping ink

and dents from ruining the pages below.

..are your thing then this is the book for you. It's filled with 31 beautiful Celestial designs including

the sun, moon stars and a few angels. As with most Creative Haven books all pages are one-sided,

perforated and a pretty good quality. I also like the fact that the pages aren't completely filled with

the designs so I can add in a colored background if I choose. Yep I'm completely happy with my

purchase and can't wait to get started.

I love coloring for art therapy and stress relief. So finding a good book with detailed designs is a

must for me! I was so pleased when this book arrived and would definitely recommend this to family

and friends. I will be buying more of these book from creative haven!I love the designs this book

offers. There was 30 beautifully made mandalas available and they all offer a wide range of

intricacy. I spent about 3 hours on a page yesterday and it kept me well focused the entire time. The

pages seem to be thick enough for markers, unfortunately i only have colored pencils so i cant

comment on bleed through. The pages are blank on the back which is great for possible bleeding as

well as displaying the designs outside of the book. The pages have perforated edges which remove

very easily without tearing the page. The designs have a lot of small spots but it's nothing a sharp

pencil or fineliner can't get to. The price of this book just makes it that much more of a must buy for

any coloring fanatic!There was absolutely nothing negative about this book! It was genuinely the

perfect buy!Ratings (Out of five stars):Entertainment value: â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… â˜…Designs:

â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… â˜…Paper: â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…Quality: â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…Value:

â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… â˜…Overall rating: 25 out of 25 stars / 5 Star average

Omg love this book.. Pre ordered it and so glad I did.. Love the pictures I'm a mandala fan anyway

but these are different then others I have. Would highly recommend it to all from begonners to

experts.. Can't put it down.. Enjoy!



Another beautiful coloring book by Creative Haven. We love mandalas and this one is awesome.

They paper is a good quality and each picture is printed on one side of the paper. The pictures can

be easily removed thanks to the pages being perforated! The mandalas range from fairly simple to

the more difficult and detailed ones. Perfect for anyone who enjoys coloring mandalas or anyone

who loves celestial pictures!

I enjoy the Mandalas Coloring books the most, and this one is nice, some of the patterns tend to be

more of the same as the last and not very challenging. But still fun. I seem to lose interest after

about the fifth pattern. I am sure I will go back to this book, as soon as I find more colored Gel pens.

You can only do so much with 24. I will say this book is one of my top favorite 3 of the 15 I have.

Creative Haven is my favorite publisher. The quality is amazing and the prices and very fair. Marty

Noble is a great artist and he hit it out of the park with this one. I pre ordered and paid less than $5. I

am so glad I chose this book.

The illustrations in this coloring book are beautiful, intricate but not to much so. The pages are

perforated at the margin to make removing them easy. The paper quality is as good as it needs to

be. I like my pages number and in this book they are not. However, that is not enough to keep me

from giving it a 5 star rating.
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